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Prologue

Dear Emma,
Best wishes on your decision to purchase YOUR BOOK OF LIFE by PEGASTAR.
You have made the right decision.
We know from many customers that YOUR BOOK OF LIFE enables you to
recognize hidden abilities and talents. Many people have recognized their true
self in this way. You will have this same experience yourself. Analyzing your
personality is therefore more than just a hobby involving a very interesting
topic. It is the most exciting adventure of your life. You, Emma, will discover a
new world: your special gifts, your talents, your abilities, your true self! The
discovery of your personality, of your true self, is an adventure to a new
fascinating world. For many PEGASTAR customers it has become the chance to
discover one's true self.
Through these analyses you will be able to venture into the deepest part of
your being and therefore be in a position to work effectively on your own
development and make decisions for yourself. You will receive answers to
questions such as "Who am I?", "Where do I come from?", "Why am I here?"
and "Where am I going?". Through PEGASTAR analyses you will recognize
your strengths and weaknesses, you will get to know yourself better and
therefore learn to love yourself more. Once you have found stability in yourself,
you will also be able to deal with yourself and those around you better. It's a
goal worth striving for, isn't it?
With best wishes,
Sincerely Yours
Helmut J. Ament
Manager
PEGASTAR SA
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Astrological Personality Analysis

A horoscope is a portrayal of the skies at the moment of birth. From the many
hundred individual elements, the two dozen or so interpretive characteristics
that are of critical importance to you are consulted.
In recent years, astrology has elicited a great deal of interest. As the world's
oldest science, it has a tradition of 6,000 years behind it. Today, it is even
knocking on the doors of universities, just as C.G. Jung predicted in the 1950s.
Anyone who seeks answers in the esoteric will find "primeval symbolism"
here. Anyone who understands our times knows that man himself must do
something to advance himself. This is the true calling of our times. The wise
man has recognized that he himself is responsible for evolution. If you
penetrate the very depths of your being with astrology, you will experience the
joy of working effectively on your own evolution, and thus acting on your
own.
The quality of the time of one's birth says something about the nature of the
embodied soul. Emma, astrology is not a means for circumventing one's
destiny; rather, it is intended to help in fulfilling one's destiny.
Goethe said this about astrology:

How the Sun stood, greeting the planets, on the day you were conferred
upon the world, that is how you soon progress, on and on, according to the
law under which you began. So you must be, you cannot escape yourself;
even the sibyls and the prophets said so; and no time and no night divides a
molded shape, which develops as you live.

How you should interpret your horoscope
Emma, many of us have contradictory personalities, a fact that a horoscope
will of course reflect. Don't be surprised if parts of the interpretation of your
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horoscope seem contradictory. One and the same person can be miserly in
one way and generous in another. Paying careful attention to the particular
sign described will clarify the apparent contradiction.

Rising Houses (*****)
The asterisks (*) are to help you in judging which strengths or weaknesses are
dominant. The more asterisks, the more dominant a particular trait. In the
event of contradictions, the trait with the most asterisks will predominate in
stress situations

Horoscope Chart/Zodiac
The horoscope cast at birth is an observation of the sky and of the
configuration of the planets at the instant of birth. Our PEGASTAR horoscope
begins with your personal chart of the zodiac.

Aspect
The concept "aspect" refers to the geometric relationship of angles between
planets. These relationships are based on the fact that the distance of angles
causes a reciprocal effect between planets. These distances between angles
(0°, 45°, 120° etc.) are called aspects.
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Aspects can strengthen or weaken one another. In our horoscope drawing this
means:
Line
Curve
Densely dotted line
Continuous line
Loosely dotted line
Continuous arrowed

Trait
Conjunction (0°)
Sextile (60°)
Quartile (90°)
Trigon (120°)
Opposite (180°)

Effect
by planet
favourable
negative
positive
unfavourable

Time of Birth
The precise moment of birth is essential to casting a personal horoscope. An
error of a mere ten minutes can be of vital importance.

Houses
The heavens are divided into twelve houses or signs of the zodiac of which six
are above and six below the horizon relative to a particular birthplace. This
makes it possible to interpret precisely the influence of the stars and the zodiac,
each house relating to a specific area of your life. Emma, the interpretation
itself depends on the planets in each house and their positions relative to one
another as in the paragraph above dealing with aspects.

AC - Ascendent
The first house of the zodiac in a horoscope is that which lies directly under the
eastern horizon relative to the place of birth. This house is called the ascendant
house and is considered the most influential. It is calculated by finding the
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point of the ecliptic, or degree of the zodiac, which at the moment of birth is
just rising above the eastern horizon.

MC - Medium Coeli
MC is the abbreviation for the zenith

Transits - Lines of Fate
The horoscope of birth reflects the configuration of the planets at the instant of
birth. Since all planets move through the heavens at varying speeds one of
them must logically at some time or other transit that part of the zodiac at
which a particular planet stood at the moment of your birth. Observation of
these transitions makes it possible to predict the future.

GMT - Greenwich-Mean-Time
Emma, the moment of your birth in local time is translated to a time scale
applicable the world over.
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Background
The horoscope texts were written in 1979/80 by the late Dr. Eberhard Walker
who died in 1987. His texts were inherited by a close friend and world-wide
exclusive rights to them sold to PEGASTAR.
Dr. Walker was well-known for publishing a series of books on astrology
based on his own personal calculations.

Destiny is part of your pre-ordained journey through
life
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Name
Birthdate
Birthplace
Universal Time
House System

Emma Smith
Monday, May 13, 1968, 03:39 a.m.
New York (40° 43' N 74° 0' W)
Monday, May 13, 1968, 07:39 a.m.
Koch
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Sun - Taurus
One would describe your most striking quality as your calmness and
composure. Nothing disturbs your equilibrium, except maybe something so
'rousing', that you 'come out of yourself'. That tempts quite a few people to
dump everything in your lap, to tease and provoke you, because it doesn't
seem dangerous. Maybe you explode, even on the first occurrence, and you
are yourself surprised by your violent temper. Whoever is on the receiving end
of that will be more careful in the future. But - as already mentioned otherwise
you are a quiet person, industrious, and thrifty. However, with material things
you can almost be careless: a really good meal, an exquisite wine is justified,
especially if you have saved enough and put your money (possibly in house
and property ownership) where it earns interest. Similarly, where you live must
be luxurious, for you like being at home.
Emma, you will also get married, but only after a thorough examination of
your prospective partner: he must be just as thrifty and hardworking, love the
home, and his life appraised as meeting your principles. You prefer the
conventional as long as it is useful, you don't want to know about innovations,
and not at all if excessive advertising tries to seduce you towards the new
things - the millions spent on advertising nowadays are downright wasted on
you. You buy products from companies that limit their advertising. Your
common sense tells you, that these are better and cheaper. By the way,
intellect: you're not a joker, are mostly quiet and reserved, nevertheless are
often more intelligent than most of those who do all the talking. Therefore you
go certainly on your way in life and work, and finally you will have
accumulated and invested considerable capital. You don't need the poorhouse
or welfare institutions. You think these institutions are superfluous. After all,
everybody should be as hardworking and thrifty as you, then they will never
be in need.
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The 1st House (Ascendent)
Period of Life
Your ascendant, and thus the first house of your horoscope, indicates where
and how you stand in life, your physical and psychological constitution, what
kind of temperament you have, and what tendencies of destiny necessarily
arise from these predispositions.

1st House - Aries
Your ascendant is in Zodiac sign Aries.
Unless strong counter-influences are indicated below, you have an athletic
build, are broad shouldered and muscular with a masculinity so pronounced
in body and face that it is even discernible in women with this sign. Your
temperament, which is often hot-tempered, inclines you toward excessive
activity. You want to achieve what you strive for without fail, using force in
order to prevail. What you fail to achieve in the initial onslaught, however, you
shall never achieve. Stamina and patience are not your strengths. Still, you are
almost always successful because your active resistance increases until victory
has been achieved. If you can manage to refine these colossal powers of
endurance, sublimate them, and direct them toward fundamental and
intellectual goals, you will achieve much in life. But you must beware of your
tendency toward easy conflict, which achieves nothing: You will only be
unpopular, particularly with your partner, who finds your powerfully
passionate nature fascinating.
All careers requiring energy are open to you if they do not demand too
much contemplation, those incessant "ifs and buts." Emma, you are not suited
to desk jobs because you want to be physically involved: As a heavy manual
laborer, a bold entrepreneur, the engineer of bold projects, or as a practical
physicist or as a surgeon. Successful career soldiers of all ranks often have Aries
ascendant.
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Planets in the 1st House
Saturn in the 1st House
You have the planet Saturn in this house. This makes for seriousness and often,
melancholy and pessimism. What comes easily to others is a major effort for
you, one you must devote yourself to utterly. But even as a happy-go-lucky
type loses everything that he has gained, you achieve your goal and see to it
that it is not lost to you, because you have come by it too dearly. The heaviness
Saturn has burdened you with simultaneously gives you material security and
wisdom. Your sobriety and renunciation of life's pleasures and luxury may
astonish the happy-go-lucky around you: You're not suffering, for this manner
of living suits you well. The Saturn influence makes your body large-boned and
a little bit clumsy.

Saturn Conjunction Lunar Node (***)
This aspect depends on the other aspects of the dragon's head and Saturn
(you can check it). With predominantly poor aspects, contacts come about
there only with difficulty, because internal inhibitions and external obstacles
get in the way. Otherwise, one must still count on hindrances and
connections that are slow in coming. But then they are generally reliable and
durable.

Lunar Node in the 1st House
In this house of your horoscope you have the rising Moon node, also called
the head of the dragon. All of the good qualities that we listed for you in this
department of life are strengthened by it, and all bad ones, weakened. In the
context of the departments of life indicated for this house you may expect
honor, happiness, money, love, and associations with people who are well
disposed toward you.
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The 2nd House
Period of Life
Your acquired movable possessions, especially income and finances, but also
your acquired knowledge and abilities.

2nd House - Taurus
In your horoscope this house is in Zodiac sign Taurus. This means that a
striving to secure your standard of living is the strongest motivator for
acquiring money. Since you want a "fitting" life, your income must not be too
low and you apply all your (not insignificant) energies to procuring the
monetary resources necessary. Once you have attained the needed base level,
you spend the excess rationally, but readily, for you have acquired it in order
to make your life pleasurable and not in order to gaze contentedly upon bags
of money. You have a healthy attitude toward money, far from extravagance
and greed.
Nor do you allow knowledge and abilities to lie fallow once you have
acquired them: Emma, they are applied to your advantage.

Planets in the 2nd House
Sun in the 2nd House
Your Sun in the department of liquid assets brings (if it is predominantly well
illuminated) the assurance that there will never be a lack of money. Your
sources of earnings bring sure income, for which diligence and ability - yet
seldom truly hard work - must be applied. Naturally the generosity of these
influences is also evident in your type of spending: You are very generous
where those around you are concerned and deny yourself nothing, which can
be quite costly and extravagant upon occasion. This magnanimousness is
dangerous only when the Sun receives unfavorable aspects (especially from
Mars or Saturn, see below): Here there is the threat of ruinous extravagance. In
13
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this case you must keep yourself better under control than would be the case if
the Sun did not have these aspects.

Sun Opposition Neptune (****)
Many failures and illness. The personality is insecure. Thus, escape in
intoxication and dream. These dissonances are overcome by maturity.

Sun Trine Pluto (****)
Very great investments of energy, powerful personality.

Sun Square Jupiter (***)
Despite this "poor" aspect, you can enjoy success. Make the best of it by
combating your faults: wastefulness, gambling and speculation,
overestimating yourself, and rebellion. You should avoid trials whenever
possible. Your health is not very robust.

Sun Trine Uranus (***)
Extraordinarily good constellation: Gift for art and science as well as modern
technology (inventions). Many types of success and winnings, but with
fluctuations. Financial situation is variable.

Venus in the 2nd House
Our ancestors did not call Venus, the Evening Star, "little fortune" for nothing.
If it is located in the department of your finances, things will never be all that
bad in this regard. The only thing that could become dangerous for your
money (see below, Venus squared by Jupiter or Mars) is your own luxurious
extravagances and lavishness. Often your income stems from careers that
involve fashion, jewelry, beauty, or art.
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Mars in the 2nd House
Mars in the house of your horoscope governing finances is a somewhat
two-edged configuration. Without doubt your energy and energetic efforts
ensure that the account stays full or is always replenished. But because you are
unusually generous and unselfish, what you have acquired always slips
between your fingers. With squares of Mars (see below) this can become
unpleasant: A tendency toward extravagances and lavishness.

Mars Opposition Moon (*****)
Disruptions in the emotional life come from excessively strong affects, to the
point of aggression. Tendency towards indiscretion and an arrogant, explosive
being.

Mars Sextile Ascendent (*****)
Much competence and courage make success easy for you, and a powerful,
robust body helps you in this. Because of your strong character and honesty,
people are willing to put up with you even if you are sometimes a little noisy.

Mars Opposition Neptune (**)
Strong emotional life. The urge to action can result in chaos - oversensitivity
and the desire for intrigue, losses of money and losses in general within the
framework of the above area of life.

The 3rd House
Period of Life
Your everyday relationship with the close circle of those around you and
everything that connects you to them (for example, travel, correspondence,
visits, and so on). Your everyday thoughts.
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3rd House - Gemini
This department of your life is under the Zodiac sign Gemini and thus you are
excellently provided for. The more people you have around you the better.
Emma, you talk with everyone. Usually these conversations are noncommittal,
but then again, who wants to talk about one's biggest problems right off the
bat with every chance acquaintance one makes? Thus you need city life
whenever possible, where something is always going on, where you can
constantly have different conversations with different people. As long as there
is no lack of interesting subjects, you have no need for gossip, which can
otherwise be so tempting for you. The same applies to your relatives, especially
if there are siblings: Rejoicing, excitement, cheerfulness, and all of it in an easy
atmosphere of intellectual cleverness where you play with conversation like
children play with a ball. Answers come immediately in the most comfortable
manner, you find the telephone to be a most pleasant technical innovation.
Letter writing is nice as well, but only if it takes place right away. Tomorrow all
is forgotten again, cleared out of the way by the new.

Planets in the 3rd House
Mercury in the 3rd House
With Mercury in this house of your horoscope you are quite a "Jack of all
trades." Your solid ability to orientate, your aptitude at imparting this
knowledge in stimulating form, and your kindness make you an obvious and
much sought after center in the circle of your friends and relatives. Your
mobility makes it possible for you to be present "everywhere" (so people think).
You are very skillful with the written and spoken word. Pay attention to the
following Mercury aspects. They reveal if and how all these good attributes
can also "turn" on you.

Mercury Opposition Moon (**)
Even a bad Mercury aspect is better than none at all. All literary abilities,
dexterity in speech and writing are given, but a nervous irritability hinders the
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full exploitation of this productivity. Also to be combated are: indiscretion,
talkativeness, and excessive criticism.

The 4th House
Period of Life
Your house and home, including your childhood home and native land. But
especially your own home, and moreover, property and real estate, such as
gravel pits and mining interests.

4th House - Cancer
According to your horoscope all of these matters are in the jurisdiction of the
Zodiac sign Cancer. Despite your strong self-will the imprint of your parents is
unmistakable. What you absorbed there is reshaped, but not forgotten. In
youth you are moved by a strong urge to wander, but soon you strive to have
a family and own a home. You do everything to obtain these things, and they
provide the foundation that gives you security and calm in conflicts with those
around you. Emma, you live out your dream of beauty and abundance in
your own home: Absolutely nothing is too expensive, every luxury is allowed.
You often love stylish furniture. You are also brave enough to place the
mementos you gathered in the years of your mobile youth throughout your
home in order to revel in your recollections. Your unique home bears no
resemblance to a picture in a furniture sales brochure, which is quite a nice
thing in our age of uniformity. Nonetheless you may expect frequent changes
in residence.

The 5th House
Period of Life
Love as feeling and experience (not to be confused with partnership with a
spouse). Your children and your other "creations" (e.g. inventions,
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compositions, and other works). Further your relationship with games,
gambling and speculation.

5th House - Cancer
Emma, all of these affairs in your life are shaped by the sign Cancer. In love for
the most part you invest much feeling, even if it is not apparent on the outside.
You have no need for sex without love: romance and tenderness are your
motto. But no obligation. Even if it is the right partner, the connection must
nonetheless ripen slowly. The slightest even well-intentioned pressure destroys
everything.
Success with gambling and speculation is as changeable as the phases of
the moon. Not much will come of it, at best new excitement. Pursue it truly as
a game, with small stakes.
Do you want children? Then get ready in good time: they will need much
love and comfort in the vicissitudes of life. Should you, for example, have an
artistic tendency you can by quite prolific, as long as the works arise from your
feeling and not, mind you, if they must be carried out on a commission basis.
Emma, better you work in advance and then submit them to a buyer.

The 6th House
Period of Life
Work as daily duty, your subordinates in whatever form, assistants and aids.
Physical susceptibility and health advice.

6th House - Leo
This house of your horoscope is under the influence of Zodiac sign Leo. You
are a man or woman of action. When it's a matter of earning your living and
even anything that in your opinion could relate to it, you really knuckle down
18
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and pull it off. Yet you must be able to choose the type of activity yourself. As a
born enemy of all petty regulations you are useless for work in a registry office
or bureaucracy. In the same way your desire for freedom would only cause
havoc on an assembly line. You will soon recognize that you can push forward
to managerial positions in which your style of working can be an asset.
Emma, in the rest of your life, you draw on abundant resources. Yet your
vitality is so great that this generally makes no difference to you. Should things
go amiss a drastic cure that would knock down weaker contemporaries
definitely puts you back on your feet. Mostly you endanger your heart because
you always run at full tilt.

Planets in the 6th House
Jupiter in the 6th House
Jupiter here gives you a sound physical constitution. If you really behave
yourself "in Jupiter fashion," especially harmonious bodily functions will protect
you from most illnesses. Yet an exaggerated "life of luxury" can lead to liver
ailments and enjoyment of athletics can lead to minor accidents. Things
probably won't go so well with work that is performed under obligation.
Performing a daily task is tolerated only if a conscious decision is made about
what an appropriate volume is.

Jupiter Square Neptune (****)
In the above area of life, this aspect shifts values and reason. There are
disappointments and injuries. Blurred mysticism and effusion. The uneasiness
that an unfavorably aspected Jupiter generates is a warning and allows one to
rediscover the organic order of values.

Jupiter Square Sun (***)
Tendency towards pride to the point of conceit, disturbed self-confidence,
resulting in arrogant, bad behavior. Thoughtlessness to the point of
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wastefulness. Losses and financial crises. Insight and self-discipline can work
wonders here.

Jupiter Trine Medium Coeli (**)
A very good position: almost effortless advancement in positions that are far
above your origins. Positions of trust with a broad range of power,
high-ranking administrative offices, careers as judge and priest. Patronage
supports your advancement, and your natural dignity effortlessly provides you
with recognition as an authority. In this way, you can develop to your fullest.

Uranus in the 6th House
With Uranus in the sixth house of your horoscope there is a tendency to erratic
work performance; any disturbing notions lead to abruptly breaking off and
beginning again in a new place. Thus, a configuration that does not make you
suited for a regular job with a prescribed workload and in a white collar
position. With self-employment these irregularities are easier to bring under
control, whether you have genius or only eccentric natural abilities. Sometimes
both are present. Your health tends toward a delicate nervous disposition,
which shows its slightest form in overexcitedness. For this, though, very
unfavorable aspects (see below) are necessary.

Uranus Sextile Neptune (*****)
Intuitive-inspired ability for premonitions. Fairy tale dream world, artist (in the
art of living) outside the normal, middle-class, correct world.

Uranus Trine Sun (***)
Eccentric nature, sudden change in life. Extraordinary gifts in art, science, and
technology. Successful ideas and inventions.

Uranus Conjunction Pluto (**)
Serious confrontations, often with destructive effect. Nevertheless, a fascinating
personality.
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Uranus Opposition Ascendent (**)
Since you yourself tend towards continual agitation, there is always unrest and
agitation in your environment as well because it is transferred there. A
continuous cycle of agitation and activity, in which all the good gifts in science,
technology, and art cannot come to maturity and success. Thus, the first
commandment is more peace and quiet. This is part of productivity and of
thought and reflection.

Uranus Square Medium Coeli (*)
You are threatened by fragmentation, or you lose yourself in utopias that
cannot be realized. Much too much intensity, frequent and abrupt change of
position or even career is a great detriment to advancement. Such aspects are
best dealt with in artistic careers, but only amidst a high level of internal
maturity.

Pluto in the 6th House
Pluto gives you colossal displays of strength for those jobs that seem worth the
effort to you, above all, those jobs that are to help destroy bad and replace it
with new and good.

Pluto Trine Sun (****)
On the other side of middle-class existence, a suggestive force can be exerted
on the environment, if not on the popular masses. With a high level, justified
claim to leadership, with major, environment-altering successes.

Pluto Conjunction Uranus (**)
Subversive ideas and destructive aggressions or: ideas and orders, views and
insights combined with the powerful energy that defines change. Your level
decides whether good or evil. Perhaps technical gifts as well.
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Pluto Sextile Neptune (**)
Fascinating nature with great suggestive force. Can collect adherents, such as
young people, around one. An aspect that becomes active only with a high
spiritual level (e.g., with artists).

The 7th House
Period of Life
Your spouse, but also your partner as such, that is, your business partner, your
contractual partners, etc. In general: Your opposite number with whom you
must deal in good affairs as well as in bad ones (thus, opponents in legal
proceedings as well).

7th House - Libra
This department of your life is ruled by the sign Libra. Emma, you may
anticipate harmonious married life if you give it a bit of effort. With your
spouse's vivaciousness you may expect frequent debates, but no enduring
consequences, for reconciliation is soon at hand. This partnership is a bit
costly, and this isn't always a matter of financial costs: Here you have to invest
a lot of feeling and understanding, and you must be ready to be light and
cheerful, and not always harp on the same issue. Here, more so than for the
other signs, it is necessary to accommodate your partner and fulfill his real
needs rather than papering over them with your own ideas. Do you often
have enemies? Have no fear, the opposition will not last long. If you are
prepared to compromise, all will soon be settled.

The 8th House
Period of Life
The profits or losses that come to you from the outside, such as dowry or
inheritance, but also profits resulting from economic factors (the stock market,
22
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industry). Your position in the social community, and thus, also your position
with your superior; in addition, your readiness to make sacrifices for the
community.

8th House - Scorpio
Emma, the guidelines here are determined by the sign Scorpio. Thus, it is
important that you look up the Mars position in its aspects, for this determines
whether the favorable or the unfavorable affect of the following description is
more valid. With this sign it is also important whether you have succeeded in
attaining a certain inner maturity. Everything mysterious and unexplored
attracts you; thus, it is entirely possible that you develop primitive superstitious,
but also that you push forward to the loftiest insights. The great unknown of
mankind, the Beyond, is in its unapproachability a thorn in your side. This
explains your tendency to occult and mediumistic practices. Lodges also attract
you, and you find parapsychology to be of great interest.
Do you have superiors? Yes? Oh no! They are often very domineering and
eat you alive. You must work, work, and work: Just as fanatically as they do,
even if it's ten o'clock at night. You think you cannot stand it, someone else
must simply replace you. But: Your next superior is in all probability of a similar
type. Give a bit of flattery a try, but only very little, for he will notice it
otherwise, they way he notices everything. You'd be well advised never to fib
to him.
Your business partners or also your spouse are probably quite tenacious at
money making, but also have their hands in the management of money and
themselves decide what happens to it: Anything but waste.

Planets in the 8th House
Moon in the 8th House
The Moon in this house makes money possible from the wealth or income of
your wife, or from inheritance or economic circumstances. This is all very shaky
23
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and "unreliable," however, and dependent upon the aspects and transits of
the Moon such that more exact information can only be attained by examining
Moon relations that lie outside the scope of this investigation. Poor illumination
of the Moon (please look up, below) makes your fluctuating mood slightly
depressed. In general it may be said that you are slightly dissatisfied with
earthly possibilities and hope for an improvement of all the imperfections on a
higher plane, to an extent from the world beyond. Please pay close attention
to the following aspects of the Moon - this is essential here because it is very
dependent and mutable in its influences.

Moon Opposition Mars (*****)
An unpleasant aspect. Makes you indiscreet and noisy. Lust for power and
moodiness. Corresponding tendencies in destiny: injury and losses, conflict
and slander.

Moon Trine Ascendent (*****)
The kindness of your being makes you very popular. However, the mood
fluctuates very sharply, but you almost always manage to offset this.

Moon Opposition Mercury (**)
Even a negative connection between intellect and fantasy helps stimulate
literary abilities. It is not that easy, but through the necessary clashes the work
gains depth, but the mind also loses sharpness. Frequent alternation has a
harmful effect - a little more constancy and settledness would do you good.

Neptune in the 8th House
Here your Neptune brings you a powerful gift and thus, much danger in all
areas of the occult, be it natural abilities as a medium, telepathy, or
clairvoyance. These capabilities are never a happy legacy for living. Thus, be
cautious: Only with inner maturity may these "talents" be used without
causing harm to yourself or others. Please pay attention to the following
aspects.
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Neptune Sextile Uranus (*****)
Great sensitivity and fluctuating ability to be influenced. All types of successes,
which repeatedly come to an end, however. Artistic interests.

Neptune Opposition Sun (****)
Difficulties through lies and slander, but also through your own predisposition:
Tendency towards occultism and similar things can be just as dangerous as the
abuse of alcohol, nicotine, and drugs.

Neptune Square Jupiter (****)
Little success despite artistic gift. Caution with occult experiments. Lack of
restraint (drug abuse), scandals, disappointments, lies. Weakened physical
constitution. (Please note the above area of life, in which this aspect is
effective.)

Neptune Opposition Mars (**)
A poor aspect: Makes one irritable and scheming, results in damage and losses
through lies and deception. Many types of scandal, perhaps generated in part
by fanatic occultism. Protracted illnesses.

Neptune Sextile Pluto (**)
Intuitive sense of the situation can make investment of energy at the right time
and at the right place possible.

The 9th House
Period of Life
Everything that leads you out of your own small world travels to far-off
countries, or even emigration - but the further development of plans and
institutions that serve humanity as well. Also, the step out of everyday thinking
into the ideological: Philosophy and religion.
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9th House - Sagittarius
Here the sign Sagittarius sets the tone for you. For you happiness on earth lies
in distant lands, far from your homeland. You seldom resist this temptation,
and even your career paves your way into foreign countries and parts of the
world. Your philosophy of life arises from your understanding of human
dignity, which you yourself of course live and which you serve. With growing
maturity you recognize the obligation beyond yourself in service to the dignity
of mankind. In this way you arrive at great social tasks for which you quite
naturally make sacrifices, while you counter the daily battle with dirt and need
- which leads lesser social reformers to the front lines - with a noble distance.
Everything is of the largest scale and of one unified whole. Emma, your
philosophy of life is no vague theory, and your faith is not merely adopted
tradition or cliché idea, it is a part of your personality which assumes visible
form in your external life.

The 10th House (Medium coeli)
Period of Life
Your standing in the general public, advancement, reputation, and honors.
Your ideal career, specifically as a calling.

10th House - Capricorn
Your standing in the general public plays out in the sign Capricorn. You have
various gifts and abilities, but the best gifts you have received for your path
through life are your unflagging diligence and your burning ambition. Thus,
you are several lengths ahead of all your competitors in the struggle for
existence. For this reason you do not need to seek long for connections and
patronage, you know that you will manage by yourself. Your goal has long
been fixed, it is the exercise of power, being at the top in some form or
another. How high up depends less on your starting point (that is, your
childhood home and your education) than on your own will. Emma, you can
climb upward like a mountain climber for decades, laboriously, step by step,
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without losing sight of the intended goal. To this end you take on any quite
difficult job, any renunciation of freedom and beauty of life. In making a career
choice you often follow paths predetermined by your family tradition;
moreover, you often choose an occupation that gives you security, say, a
pension or annuity income.
Emma, the following career directions are possible: Agriculture, architecture
(possibly sculpture as monumental art), administrative positions in the civil
service or in commerce, above all, positions of trust, in the teaching profession
(in your classroom the pupils certainly do not determine the when, what, and
how of learning). In addition to construction in general comes printing
technology and its various branches. In science you prefer archaeology and
mathematics. (An aspect of Saturn to Mercury, especially a good one, is a clear
indication of a mathematical gift. You will find such information below in the
description of your horoscope).

The 11th House
Period of Life
Your friends, from whom you can expect help and support. In addition - more
impersonally - those who make your advancement possible, thus, patrons as
well. For your inner world: Your wishes and dreams.

11th House - Capricorn
This part of your life is under the sign Capricorn. You have plans, but seldom
wishes and dreams. A wish in the sense of this house of the horoscope is a
very delicate thing: You would have to pore over the idea, embellish the
desired object (if it even is a material desire) with all sorts of extras, dream
about it, and wait for some good spirit to fulfill your wish. With your behavior,
something like this is out of the question: If you have a wish, it's a very clearly
outlined affair...and with you, the plan to realize the wish is born along with
the wish itself. Then all that remains is the work to achieve it: There's no more
time left for dreaming. Unattainable wishes in which others lose themselves for
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years are something that you don't even allow to arise. For you, illusions are
pointless.
Emma, your friends are hard to win, they are skeptical and cautious.
However, once you're in (but you mustn't behave like a rogue when
"advertising"), then these friends are not very generous or even liberal, but
they are loyal and decent and exert a type of paternal authority over you
which you might just decide to like.

The 12th House
Period of Life
Your restrictions and inhibitions, the causes of which often remain unclear to
you, also your secret enemies, who lie in ambush. This includes your life in
restriction, be it because force is imposed upon you from without as illness,
internment, or even imprisonment, or because you voluntarily withdraw into
solitude and isolation for a specific purpose.

12th House - Aquarius
Because you have the Zodiac sign Aquarius, you will react with the greatest
obstinacy to any restriction of your physical or intellectual life that is imposed
upon you from without. Despite your dispassionate nature, you would rather
smash everything to bits than tolerate something like this. You will switch over
to heavy artillery if you do not manage to secure your freedom using your
superior intellect. If you consider it necessary for an idea, you will voluntarily
withdraw into a "hermitage." You are ready to assume any restriction or
sacrifice for an improvement in the world or in humanity.
Emma, you will scarcely have secret enemies, unless your Uranus (ruler of
the sign Aquarius) or another planet that is located in this department of life
(see below) were to have a very unfavorable aspect (square or opposition)
with another planet, especially with Neptune. You can find this out for yourself
below.
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In the universe, everything has a vibration which may be measured with a
specific number. Those who know how to interpret the numbers are aware of
the internal nature of things, their qualities, dispositions and tendencies. Just
like everything else in the world, the letters of the alphabet have their specific
numerical values and their individual meanings.
With its hidden vibrational rhythms, the name is of great significance for all
living beings. It contains the earthly Karma, and is hence the bearer of fate and
character. Emma, those who want to give their life a new direction should
change their name. Sensitive individuals, such as inspired artists, feel every
discrepancy in their name, and therefore often assume a nom de plume. Most
of the time, the selection is intuitive.
Above all, the old cultures knew a lot about the significance of numbers; in
particular the ancient Mayas, Egyptians and Chaldeans dealt extensively with
the esoteric meaning of numbers. Pythagoras and his disciples also knew that
everything in the universe is ordered according to a specific system - "by size
and number."
For those of bygone epochs who believed in religion or magic, the divine
represented the unity which connected them with everything. By tradition, the
number one corresponds to this unity.
By contrast, the traditional scientific and analytical conception of the world
dismantles, divides, differentiates. The epoch of science and technology is
linked with the essence of the number two like no other, which to the ancients
symbolized the multiplicity, differentiated and divided.
Hence, we already find ourselves in the midst of the mysteries of
numerology. Correctly understood, it is a path leading from divine connection
in the number one to the new connection with the entire cosmos in the
number ten, the Path of Numbers.
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Tabular
Summary
Name: Emma Smith
Birthdate: 05/13/1968
Soul Number: 6
Personal Number: 5
Life Path Number: 11
Destiny Number: 6
Birthdate Number: 13
Power Number: 8
Main Challenge: 1
Pinnacle Numbers
1. to 30. year of life: 9
31. to 40. year of life: 1
From the 41. year of life: 11
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Karmic Lessons: 3, 6, 7
Karmic Talents: 4
Emotional Impulse: E
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The table below provides you with an overview of the correlations and
analogies your Birthdate Number has in the outside world, i.e. your direct and
indirect environment.
Emma, you will learn which main planet, day of the week, lucky days and
lucky numbers, colors, gems, metals and musical tone conform with your
nature, and hence have a particularly favorable impact for and on you.
You should bear one thing in mind in regard to the lucky days and lucky
numbers: the table indicates only the single digit cardinal numbers.
However, you have a far broader range of numbers which are particularly
advantageous to you. This is because all multi-digit numbers can always be
traced back to a single digit cardinal number by calculating the sum of the
digits. Example: the cardinal number 5 also includes 14 (1 + 4 = 5), 23, 32,
etc. as lucky numbers.
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Equivalent
in the Outer World
Your Main Planet:
Venus
Your Weekday:
Friday
Your Lucky Days and Numbers:
6, 5, 3, 9
Your Colors:
Bright and dark blue, bright red, pink and reddish
orange
Your Precious Stone:
Turquoise, emeralds, turmaline, sapphire
Your Metals:
Copper
Your Musical Tone:
a
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The Soul Number
The Soul Number gives you information about the true wishes and ideas
which you harbor deep within you. Superficial materialistic endeavors are not
involved here, but rather valuable goals and ideals which determine and
guide your actions.
If you get a clear picture of these inner workings which direct your thoughts
and deeds, you will be able to establish harmony among your secret desire,
your inner strengths and your actual line of action. The Soul Number is based
on the vowels of your complete birth name.

Your Soul Number: 6
Deep inside, you aspire to balance and harmonize with those around you.
You feel secure in the company of individuals who appreciate your readiness
to help, graciousness and sense of responsibility. Under this precondition, you
will be a valuable adviser to your fellow human beings, one who tries and
commits himself selflessly and honestly to addressing their needs.
Since you are not exactly the solo combatant type, it will be very important
for you to pursue a task which is based on cooperation with like-minded
people. However, you should be careful not to proceed too zealously and
emotionally. Emma, this is because your actions will at times yield better results
if you calmly analyze the existing situation, and then do what is necessary and
sensible in a systematic and considered manner.
In addition, it would be desirable only to offer your help and support when
they are actually required. Otherwise, you run the risk of creating
dependencies which may have a negative effect in the long run.
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The Personality Number
The Personality Number describes the relationship which exists between you
and those around you. Analyzing it you discover how you affect other people,
what kind of impression you leave on them, and how the people in your
environment assess and view your behavior and conduct. The Personality
Number is based on the consonants of your complete name at birth.

Your Personality Number: 5
Your cheerful, carefree and witty demeanor make you a popular and
appreciated person within your environment. People feel that you do not play
jokes at the expense of others, but do indeed bring up your own small
weaknesses and flaws as well.
In a larger group of receptive and humorous individuals, you will therefore
be at your best under certain conditions and leave everyone with a positive
impression. However, Emma, be careful not to be too obtrusive and smug.
Some of your contemporaries may definitely be offended by your propensity
towards arrogance.

The Life Path Number
Your Life Path Number reveals your true destiny and tells you just what your
mission in life is. This very important number provides you with information
about the challenges, opportunities and possibilities for success which you will
encounter on your path through life.
Only if you know which tasks and demands you must meet will you be
able to really achieve the objectives suited to you.
With your Life Path Number, you will find out where your place in this
world is, and what opportunities for development and progress are available
to you. This number is based on all letters of your full name.
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Your Life Path Number: 11
If you manage to express your intellectual talents in the appropriate manner,
you will mature into an important leader on your path through life. Your
creativity, strong intuition and originality here represent the gifts which
establish the positive basic preconditions.
In any event, it will be important to tackle the imminent tasks and
requirements with an internal harmony and poise. In other words, Emma,
excessive ambition and tension would be absolutely inappropriate and deeply
contradict your nature.
Therefore, you should rely on the ideas and brainstorms which will be at
your disposal without undue exertion. You should also place special value on
having your ideas and concepts become known to a wide segment of the
public. The response which you will receive after doing so will demonstrate to
you that you are on the right path.

The Destiny Number
Your Destiny Number tells you the basic preconditions under which you can
design your future life. It specifies the conditions and circumstances which
shape your existence and will influence your remaining path through life. Your
innate disposition, gifts and talents, which you have had since being born, will
be introduced and elaborated upon here in greater detail. The Destiny
Number is derived from the date, month and year of your birth.

Your Destiny Number: 6
Because of your responsible and selfless basic attitude, opportunities will arise
for you to be of great help to your fellow human beings in an advisory
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capacity. People appreciate your suggestions and assessments on situations
because your reasoning is sincere and selfless.
Moreover, you do not focus on trivial advantages or temporary successes.
Instead, your thoughts and deeds are far-sighted. You want to permanently
and radically remedy certain abuses. As a result, because your helpfulness and
empathy are linked with lofty goals, justice becomes a key concept in your life.
However, Emma, you sometimes, with all of your might, tend to patronize
others and try to convince them of your own ideas. From time to time, this can
result in your achieving the opposite of what you had actually intended.
Therefore, be tolerant and generous enough to consider and accept other
views as well.

The Birthdate Number
Your Birthdate Number provides you with information about how you can
most sensibly and effectively translate your innate abilities and gifts into daily
practice. It tells you how to beneficially and successfully incorporate your
talents into specific activities and tasks, so as to achieve remarkable results in
this way.
If you take careful heed of the appropriate conclusions, you will manage to
bring your positive attributes and objectives into harmony with each other.

Your Birthdate Number: 13
Emma, your character is distinguished by common sense and a good eye for
the realities of life. By far, not one for going on flights of fancy and building
castles in the air, you calmly weigh the advantages and disadvantages of a
project, and then arrive at a fair and justifiable decision.
This self-confident and considered approach might give you access to a
management position. At any rate, you will be remarkably good at mastering
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activities and tasks in which organizational talent, exactness and persistence
are at the front.

The Power Number
The Power Number embodies the knowledge which may be gained from
your complete name at birth, as well as the date, month and year of your
birth. As a result, you will learn more in this area about the defining guidelines
and basic undercurrents of your existence. You will discern the red thread
which runs through your life.
In this respect, the Power Number consists of the sum of your abilities and
attributes, which were described in the previous analyses. This number tells
you which objectives and wishes you should concentrate on as a mature
personality.

Your Power Number: 8
Because you were primarily intent on establishing a secure foundation for your
existence in the past, you now have the opportunity to evolve and develop
your personal interests. In other words, Emma, you now have the chance to
expand your activities to new areas and to broaden the scope of your
objectives considerably.
In doing so, you will have to develop abilities and attributes which you may
have neglected somewhat earlier. A sense of responsibility, trustworthiness,
goal orientation and absolute reliability will play a greater role in your
continued advancement than it did before.
But you will notice that tougher demands and tasks go hand in hand to
shape and strengthen your personality. During periods of self-improvement
and advancement, you will feel yourself to be in a position to overcome
obstacles which you previously would have regarded as barely possible or
even insurmountable.
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The Challenge Number
Emma, our Challenge Number indicates potential difficulties and obstacles
which you might encounter in life. It tells you how to better prepare for such
situations, what suitable measures should be taken, or how one can mentally
brace for such constellations.
Emma, be aware of one thing though: if you face the challenge, accept it
and really want to overcome it, you will achieve your objectives.
Incidentally, Emma, it is possible that two numbers, i.e. two challenges, will
apply to you in this area. However, this does not portend a difficult path
through life. Instead, the obstacles which might arise are differentiated and
divided into two currents in this way.

Main Challenge: 1
It is entirely possible that at times, you will find yourself in situations in which
others set the tone and lay down guidelines and measures over your head.
You should make sure ahead of time that your views are heard and your
assessment of the situation is given due consideration by the people around
you during the preparatory phase. Make it absolutely clear that your energy
and resolve make you someone who must be contended with at all times.

The Pinnacle Number
The Pinnacle Number gives vital hints on important changes and when they
will peak in your life. Emma, his number tells you how to best behave in a
particular situation and what changes may be necessary to master whatever
problems the future may have in store for you.
Emma, it's quite possible that several Pinnacle Numbers apply to you. The
explanations then refer to several different consecutive stages of your life, each
with its own main focus.
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1. to 30. year of life
Pinnacle: 9
You could experience a phase of inner fulfillment and satisfaction if you care
with sensitivity and courtesy for the interests of those around you.
Co-operation and togetherness are the watchwords here, so don't be egoistic
or high-handed.

31. to 40. year of life
Pinnacle: 1
Independence and the ability to stand on your own feet are expected of you.
You should not, therefore, rely too heavily on help from others in achieving
your personal goals. If you can summon up the necessary courage, you will be
able to institute important changes and improvements yourself.

from the 41. year of life
Pinnacle: 11
Because of your optimism and intellectual ability, an important phase in your
life will soon begin. If you make the best use of your opportunities, you could
play an important role in public life.

Karmic Lesson Number
Emma, the Karmic Lesson Number indicates which of your talents have not
been developed to the necessary and desirable extent. For example, you will
discover which attributes must be brought more to the fore in order to actually
guarantee your personal success.
In this case, it's again possible that several numbers, i.e. several karmic
lessons, might apply to your birth name. Face up to whatever weaknesses may
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be mentioned. It makes no sense for you to suppress or deny them. Emma,
this is an important lesson for your growth in life.

Karmic Lesson: 3
So far, you have not been able to develop your self-confidence and
independence to a sufficient degree. Go ahead and show more confidence in
yourself and you should place more importance on your achievements and
actually receiving the recognition they deserve.

Karmic Lesson: 6
At times, your sense of responsibility leaves something to be desired, especially
with respect to your immediate environment. Therefore, you should place
importance on treating your fellow human beings with more courtesy,
attentiveness and devotion.

Karmic Lesson: 7
As your life continues, it will become very important for you to give more
consideration to improving your mental faculties. Therefore, do not shy away
from devoting intensive and concentrated attention to more complicated tasks
and questions.

Karmic Talent Number
The Karmic Talent Number provides you with information about your natural
talents and abilities. If you manage to express these innate attributes in the
appropriate manner, you will be able to lead a successful and fulfilling life.
It is again possible in this area that several numbers, i.e. several karmic
talents, might apply to your birth name. Emma, make determined and
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resolute use of the opportunities afforded to you throughout the rest of your
life.

Karmic Talent: 4
Your eye for subtleties and ability to accomplish a task in a well-planned and
well-organized manner will greatly assist you in your future actions. However,
you should stay clear of any spontaneous adventures on your own.

The Vowel of the Emotional Impulse
The emotional impulse vowel describes your behavior with respect to your
environment. It indicates how you react to certain external influences and
effects. In this way, you discover more about the real motives which underlie
your actions, which are very often directly (inter)related to the behavior of your
fellow human beings.
On the one hand, because of your inner attitude, you will have a very
strong influence on certain statements or events and the resulting feelings and
sentiments arising will then in turn shape your thoughts and deeds. On the
other hand, you will react in a much more detached, composed and calm
manner to other circumstances because these hardly affect your innermost
thoughts.

Your Vowel of the Emotional Impulse: E
Because of your versatility and energy, you will seek out contact with people
who are also interested in change and variety. Such relationships can yield
many exciting and unusual experiences if you do not always try to be the one
dominating the relationship.
On the other hand, one fact is completely indisputable: your thoughts and
actions are geared towards public reception. Emma, you want to give other
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people the opportunity to share in your insights and ideas. In a certain sense,
you need to put yourself on stage because you are anything but a loner.
Nonetheless, it happens quite frequently that you proceed in too
impetuous and reckless a manner, and do not act with sufficient foresight. You
then allow yourself to get carried away by your emotions, and under certain
conditions, only regain control with difficulty once it is underway. In spite of
your spontaneity and informality, you should exhibit a little more forethought
and composure every now and then.
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In the Chinese culture, soothsaying and forecasts about future events,
developments and conditions have a long tradition, which eytend far into the
past. In this respect, one of the oldest and most mysterious forms of looking
into the future was the so called oracle.
This was comprised of prophecies which were devined from the outer
graphic form and consistency of animal bones.
Another method of obtaining knowledge about the future, consisted of
drawing straws of different lengths.
In comparison, astrology itself clearly has not relied upon such coincidental
circumstances, but for more than 2,500 years its extremely significant forecasts,
analyses and appraisals have been based upon the various constellations of
certain planets, stars and heavenly bodies to each other. Great significance is
thereby placed especially on the moon.
Considering its relationship to the planets and distance from the horizon,
clearly outlined forecasts about the future were and are being made by
Chinese astrologers.
The Fivefold Path to sublime understanding underlying this analysis has its
origin in thousand year old traditions and experiences of the Chinese
astrologers. In order to appreciate the implications, significance, and merit of
this Fivefold Path, Emma, you should be aware of one underlying fact: in the
past, Chinese scholars, scientists and philosophers, as well as astrologers and
astronomers, who dealt intensively with the mysterious and fascinating field of
studying the stars and celestial bodies, consigned conspicuous and important
powers - yes, even magical properties - to the number five. For according to
their concept there existed five planets, the firmament could be divided into
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five spheres, nature was based on five elements and there were five basic
colors.
Thus the Fivefold Path to sublime understanding reveals to you the unique
possibility of learning how to perceive and, above all, understand your true
self, your inner feelings, and your true disposition with all your abilities and
talents.
Each single path leads you through a different part of your psyche. But be
sure of this: an overall view of your true character in its entirety will only be
possible when you have gone down the five different paths, one after
another. Only when you have finally reached the decisive point where the five
paths meet, will it be possible for you to grasp the real core and heart of your
being.
One's own ego, the true self, inherent talents, and inclinations are what
decides our primary interests. Our goal is self-knowledge which influences the
derivate of such important factors in life as private and personal fulfillment.
Step by step, with the help of this personal reading and interpretation,
which is described in clear, easy to understand form, you will be able to start
down the path towards the exploration of your spiritual life - with all of its
resulting consequences for your individual happiness. The goal of this
comprehensive and astonishing analysis is to know and understand your
essence.
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Summary
Name: Emma Smith
Date of Birth: 05/13/1968
Time of Birth: 03:39 a.m.
Animal Year: Ape
Season: Wood
Doubleweek: Summer
House of the Moon: Ox
Hour of Birth: Dragon
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The First Path
The Animal Year
Emma, the first path relating to your year of birth provides information about
your character, traits, and attributes which shape your individual nature. In
this area, you will learn more about your disposition, which forms the basis of
your actions.
In Chinese astrology, the first path on the way towards sublime
understanding is divided into twelve different animal symbols. This method,
which has been practiced for many centuries without interruption, designates
a specific animal to each year. It dates back roughly to the year 600 B.C.
Because only a dozen animals are involved (rat, buffalo, tiger, rabbit,
dragon, snake, horse, goat, ape, rooster, dog and pig), there is a regular cycle
which repeats itself every twelve years.

Your Animal Year: Ape
One defining characteristic of your nature is the flexibility and adaptability with
which you go through life. You love diversity and change, and would like
nothing better than handling three tasks at once, if it were up to you.
However, Emma, your dynamic and vivacious outlook on life can
occasionally manifest itself in downright restlessness and fidgeting. The positive
aspect to your activity combined with a healthy ambition lies in the fact that
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your curiosity and interest for the unusual can turn you into an inquiring
person.
By your very temperament, you love company and grand events. You
benefit greatly from one attribute: due to your wit, you are excellent at
entertaining your fellow human beings and making them laugh.
Your ability to adapt yourself to existing conditions enables you to get along
well with all kinds of characters and people.
Their inventiveness makes apes able to handle the most varied of tasks.
Therefore, it should actually come as no surprise that such diverse personalities
as Leonardo da Vinci, Kant, Dickens, Carl Zuckmayer or Herbert von Karajan
were born in this year.
Among others, Buster Keaton and Elizabeth Taylor prove that people born
in the year of the ape can definitely possess marked acting abilities.
Apes are able to establish very good relationships with rats and dragons. As
a rule, a strong relationship is possible with goats as well.

The Second Path
The Season of Birth
The second path is based on the time of year in which you were born, and
leads to a deeper area of your inner life. It reveals the actual purpose which
you see in your life, the grand mission in life which you set for yourself within
your soul. At the same time, it describes the best, but also the most difficult
aspects of your personality: your true spiritual aspirations, and your secret
wishes on the path towards individual happiness.
Emma, this second path dates back to the ancient Chinese tradition of
dividing all of life into five basic conceptual categories. The individual
categories correspond to the elements wood, fire, earth, metal and water.
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Consequently, the element along with its specific properties may be derived
from the time of year in which you were born.

Your Season: Wood
Emma, you see the grand mission in your life as making an important
contribution towards having the people in your immediate and extended
environment associate with each other in an amicable and reasonable
manner. Accordingly, your sense of community is highly developed, and your
predominant attributes are kindness, courtesy, consideration and tolerance.
In your soul, you want to put a large and important project into action
together with another person. In this case, you do not place importance on
personal triumph and actual profit, but on fair and friendly cooperation,
which affords all participants the same rights and obligations.
Even if you do not want to admit it, in your heart of hearts, you aspire
towards a balanced and harmonious life which stands in harmony with the
laws and rules of nature. Your focus is not on possessions and wealth. Instead,
you prefer a simple and natural life style which gives you a sense of internal
equilibrium.
Therefore, it comes as no surprise that your favorite color is green. This color
plays an especially big role for you when you are physically or mentally
exhausted and drained. Seeing and surrounding yourself with green
invigorates and relaxes you in the necessary manner.
Your lucky number is eight.

The Third Path
The Birth Doubleweek
The third path arises from the respective double week of your birth and
describes an important part of your personality. It gives you, Emma, an answer
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to the question regarding your special talents and capabilities, but beyond that
it also deals with your characteristic weaknesses.
As a whole, this area relates to the aspects of your social and political
nature. It also elucidates your relationship to society and community, as well as
your attitude towards work and routine affairs and occurrences.
On the third path, Chinese astrology encompasses 24 different double
weeks (chi), which are acquired by halving the twelve months.

Your Doubleweek: Summer
By your very nature, you strike an extremely reasonable and sensible
compromise in your work between your desire for mobility and
independence, and your requirement for safety and security. Among other
things, this is reflected in the fact that you can remain dedicated to a path
once begun for an amazingly long time without losing interest.
This is because you have decided on your vocation with care and
deliberation, as you do not wish to leave anything to chance. Emma, you
place more emphasis on thoroughness and the clean, orderly execution of an
activity, than on quickness and a fast, but not optimal results.
In addition to having common sense, you are distinguished by a
remarkable talent for financial affairs. Beyond that, regardless of your specific
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task, you have a striking feel for colors and shapes, which betrays an artistic
gift.
Your weaknesses stem primarily from the fact that you often do not develop
enough determination and initiative. While you are generally convinced that
you have a lot of new ideas and concepts, this is not always the case in reality.
Finally, you are occasionally too hesitant and content in terms of your
objectives and (justified) ambitions. You could definitely exhibit more of a
readiness to assume responsibility and leadership.
Your political viewpoint is characterized by a measure of tolerance which
permits you to examine different opinions and outlooks without prejudice.
What you love about politics is the capacity to recognize and evaluate future
developments early on. Subsequently, whoever is able to adjust themselves to
new and not necessarily foreseeable facts will be the recipient of your
unlimited sympathy.

The Fourth Path
House of the Moon
The fourth path is derived from the precise date of your birth and enables a
very graduated and differentiated glance at your personality. Emma, it
describes your inner emotional and mental shifts, and can therefore provide
information about your ability to establish friendships and a deep relationship
on a partnership basis.
The fourth path characterizes your emotional predisposition and describes
your inner reactions towards life and your fellow human beings.
The fourth stage on the path towards comprehensive self-awareness is
based on the total of 28 Chinese moon houses (hsui). The hsui applicable to
you may be precisely calculated based on your date of birth.
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Your House of the Moon: Ox
Emma, you are a trustworthy and reliable person who owns up to his
responsibility and tasks. Your fellow human beings value you in particular
because your advice holds water, and since people can actually set stock by
your promises and assurances once they have been given.
The way in which you think and act is shaped by realism, circumspection
and objectivity. You do not hold a high opinion of unrealistic plans and
unreasonable expectations. Instead, you stand with both feet on the ground
and remain true to your principles.
On the other hand, this practical attitude towards life is associated with a
certain level of immobility, if not even rigidity. You shrink from change, and
rather fall back on experiences gained in the past.
Therefore, while your discipline, ambitious energy, and stamina are
remarkable, you simultaneously lack the courage to take risks and a willingness
to embark upon new and unconventional paths.
This attitude is also reflected in your circle of friends: you do not gravitate
towards acquaintances who change quickly and are subject to passing moods,
but have no sound foundation.
You would rather secure good and reliable friends who will stand by the
other person even in difficult situations, and not just keep their distance. In this
case, you realize full well that strong friendships such as these can only remain
intact over the long run on the basis of give and take.
Therefore, you will aspire to a close partnership in which a strong bond
exists between the two life-companions, and one person does not seek to
derive benefit at the expense of the other. You might find it difficult to choose a
suitable partner at first. However, you are nearly impossible to shake in your
thoughtful devotion and loyalty once you have decided.
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The Fifth Path
The Hour of Birth
The fifth path may be traced back to the hour of your birth and has to do with
the area of your inner life, which is most clearly perceptible to the people
around you. It tells you, Emma, more about the external aspects of your
nature and relates essentially to the impact and impression which you leave
with your fellow human beings, even though you are not even aware of this
at all in most instances.
For this last path towards the sublime understanding of your personality,
Chinese astrology again makes use of the twelve animal symbols which you
already know from the first path (year of birth). For every two hours of a day, a
different animal characterizes the external aspect of the human psyche.

Your Hour of Birth: Dragon
The people around you sense rapidly that you are an independently thinking
and acting person who places great value on not going with the tide. People
respect your need for independence and freedom, since you generally
embody these attributes in a convincing manner.
However, this does not mean that your fellow human beings are not
somewhat surprised at times at your decisions and resolutions, to put it
tactfully. These intentions and objectives do not always have to arise from
reason or the given circumstances. Instead, you frequently tend to react in an
unpredictable and exceedingly spontaneous manner.
This flighty behavior reveals a character trait which plagues you to a
considerable extent: you want to set yourself apart from the masses and
deliberately ignore their customs and standards or even turn them upside
down and do so in an occasionally forced and exaggeratedly obvious fashion.
In principle, there is absolutely nothing wrong with this tendency towards
intellectual and material independence. It only becomes inappropriate when
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you act against your very own interests by doing so, only because you want to
demonstrate your distinctive feature and uniqueness for everyone to see.
Since, in a certain respect, you are a distinct individualist who shies away
from any and all commitments, you often want to avoid dealing with your
fellow human beings. As a person who is convinced of your own abilities and
knows where you are going, you will hardly join any larger groups or
associations.
At the same time, Emma, you will keep the number of your acquaintances
to a minimum because a few really good friendships are much more
important to you than various random acquaintances who cannot be trusted
or called upon in cases of doubt.
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Within numerous tribes and cultures of far reaching branches of America's
native peoples, the Indians had, in spite of all the differences due to their
history, their surroundings, the conditions influencing their existence, their
material cultural heritage, their social environment and their religious
concepts, one significant and substantial thing in common, as proved by
countless examples.
We can gather from many very old yet reliable traditional sources, Emma,
that the Indians didn't see the individual person as separate and divided from
their individual environment. According to their point of view, which hasn't
lost any of its validity and power of perception, even in the present day, every
person builds a rather intimate and invisible whole with the nature
surrounding him.
An individual's true self, his real power and possibilities, his character traits,
his abilities and last but not least his responsibility, can only be revealed and
laid bare, according to Indian interpretations on the fundamental condition
that we come to the realization of the higher interaction between mankind
and nature.
Accordingly Indian astrology assigns every individual person to a certain
animal (snowgoose, otter, puma, hawk, beaver, deer, woodpecker, sturgeon,
brown bear, raven, snake, elk), a certain plant (birch, aspen, plantain,
dandelion, blue camass plant, yarrow, dog-rose, raspberry, violet, mullein,
thistle, black spruce) and a certain mineral (quartz, silver, turquoise, opal,
chrysocolla, moss agate, carneol, granite, amethyst, red jasper, copper,
obsidian).
However, the transcending and all encompassing perspective of the Native
American horoscope goes one important step further: namely, it also takes the
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four cardinal points of the compass and the four basic elements (earth, water,
air, fire) into consideration in its analysis.
In order to better understand and integrate the Indian way of thinking with
its characteristic conceptions, we have to be clear on one point: in their mind,
all of human existence moves in a circle which moves from birth to death to
rebirth.
This circle, which fundamentally determines their outlook on things, had
great importance even in everday life - as demonstrated by numerous
examples. In many various rites, customs and ceremonies, the magical circle
played just as large a role as the meetings, councils and festivities. Moreover,
different Indian tribes often lay their lodgings in the form of a circle.
According to Indian perspective, the date of birth of a person decides the
exact point upon which that individual in question enters the circle. The
corresponding phase can be assigned in direct relationship to the twelve
moons - the spectrum reaches from the moon of earth's renewal to the moon
of the long snow.
In this context, restrictions, boundaries and stagnation were unknown to
Indian astrology. It goes on the assumption that each person has the possibility
within his/her lifetime to continually widen his/her horizon and advance to
higher levels of consciousness through new perceptions and insights. In
respect to the described circle, this means that at a certain point, birth, each
human being enters this circle. Mind you, this is only the individual's personal
starting point, for now he has been given the marvelous opportunity to move
within the circle, to traverse it, as it were.
In the Indian way of thinking, therefore, it would be improper to persist at
your starting point, tantamount to rigidity, inflexibility and inertia. Instead, man
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has the task during his lifetime to get to know and explore different moons,
animals, plants, minerals and elements.
Only by doing justice to his true destiny, and broadening and deepening
his knowledge, will he live a happy, contented and fulfilled life in harmony
with nature and with his natural endowment.
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Summary
Name: Emma Smith
Birthdate: 05/13/1968
Moon:
The Moon of the Returning Frog
Animal Totem: The Beaver
Plant Totem: The Blue Camass Plant
Mineral Totem: The Chrysocolla
Favorable relationships:
Brown Bear, Snow Goose, Snake, Woodpecker and Puma

Cardinal Point:
Wabun - The Eastern Force
Element Clan:
The Tortoise
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The Moon of the Returning Frog
Your Animal Totem:
The Beaver
Your animal totem indicates that you are someone who persistently and
tirelessly works at decisively improving your own living conditions and those of
the people around you.
Correspondingly, you will attach great importance to attractively and
pleasantly organizing your home, as this is a place that means a great deal to
you. Like the beaver you need this private space that provides you with safety
and security.
Accordingly, you have a skeptical attitude towards radical changes and
unexpected alterations: You much prefer to proceed in a planned and well
thought-out way so that at any time you keep control over events in your
surroundings.
On the other hand this does not mean that you tend towards laziness or
sluggishness. On the contrary, Emma, your imagination and your creative
abilities are absolutely remarkable and you are often successful in
demonstrating astonishing ways of solving a problem.
Occasionally, when first in unfamiliar surroundings, you behave like the
beaver - very reserved and distanced. You will most certainly avoid straining to
be the center of interest because this would definitely not be in keeping with
your quiet nature.
You will only be more receptive and informal after a period of settling in
and getting acquainted and then you won't make a secret out of your views
and ideas - but you still won't be willing to let anyone know your deep feelings
and true emotions.
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Your Plant Totem:
The Blue Camass Plant
This plant was an extremely important source of food for the native Indians.
The underground tubers of the blue camass plant were very tasty after they
had been cooked. In addition, it contained an active substance which reduced
the level of blood sugar.
This plant totem combines two characteristics together which at first glance
almost contradict each other. On the one hand, many legends have grown
up around the blue camass plant because its impressive blossoms made it a
fascinating specimen and also because it was a most welcome and useful
plant which guaranteed food for many Indian tribes.
This dualism may also apply to you, Emma. On the one hand, you have a
clear understanding of how to build an atmosphere of coziness and beauty
and on the other hand you have the gift of standing by your fellow man in
word and deed.
Your well established nature and deep roots put you in the position of
being able to provide others with the support and backing that they so
urgently need. Your inner peace and balanced nature carry this composure
over to those around you and make relaxed and peaceful conditions possible.
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Your Mineral Totem:
The Chrysocolla
To the primitive people, this noteworthy gem, whose blue-green color brings
to mind the turquoise, was a symbol of a union between the sky and life on
earth.
Furthermore, the chrysocolla played an important role in many rituals and
ceremonies as it had been granted the ability to purify the body and soul of
man.
Emma, your mineral totem points out to you that you should not commit
yourself exclusively or even too much to earthly matters but instead, like the
chrysocolla, you should build a connection between the spheres and cosmic
powers.
In your endeavor to provide for order, clarity and stability you sometimes
tend to neglect the intellectual level of the consciousness and of the inner
experience. Accordingly, it should be your goal to channel your attention and
energy to this area as well. You will push forward to gain insight and
understanding which were previously not accessible to you.

Good Combinations
The people who were born under the influence of the Moon of the Returning
Frogs will be able to build good relationships with people who belong to the
animal totem of the brown bear, the snow goose, the snake, the woodpecker
and the puma.

Your Cardinal Point:
Wabun - The Eastern Force
You are under the influence of the eastern power and belong to that group of
people who are able to revive and improve momentary conditions because of
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their drive and energy. You feel strongly attached to certain earthly (worldly)
things but should not limit your thoughts and actions to these things.
Emma, you will gain entrance to a higher plane of awareness when you let
your inherent talents unfold in a natural and relaxed way, which was
previously barred. Your naturalness and trustworthiness let you establish a
connection between these two spheres.
In broadening your consciousness and your knowledge you won't get out
of your depth because you will also be concerned about taking the realities of
life into consideration.
The eastern power basically gives you a chance to accomplish remarkable
results and to introduce radical changes. You will only be able to fulfill your
destiny when you find your inner equilibrium and tackle your objectives calmly
and perceptively.
If you stride impetuously ahead, all tensed up and determined, your inner
energies will soon turn against you and cause you considerable difficulties. If
your fellow men feel that you are behaving dominantly and arrogantly, the
relationship with those around you will noticeably worsen.
It is of great importance to your further development that you develop your
willingness to cooperate and become capable of rationally working together
with your environment. As soon as you are able to properly channel your thirst
for action and your determination, you will, in cooperation with those around
you, achieve the appropriate results of your abilities.

Your Element Clan:
The Tortoise
The clan of the tortoise is assigned to the element that is the most predictable
and trustworthy - earth. In keeping with this, you are a mature person who
has accepted the realities of life and is well aware of your responsibilities.
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Emma, you are anything other than a superficial, adventurous type who cares
little about the consequences of your actions.
By contrast, once you have chosen a particular path you proceed
deliberately and persistently. Your patience is absolutely remarkable in this: You
carry on undeterred to accomplish your goal where others would have long
since thrown in the towel.
Incidentally, your well thought-out strategy keeps you from nasty surprises
and difficulties occurring unexpectedly.
You view radical changes and drastic adjustments skeptically. You don't like
rushed decisions, the implications of which have yet to be included in the
thought process. In your opinion, it makes significantly more sense to gradually
introduce any changes deemed necessary, so as not to lose control over what
occurs.
Those around you have grown to highly value your dependability and
loyalty and there are enough occasions for your fellow men to discover that
you are a trustworthy person to talk with and to whom one can turn with
worries and problems.
In such instances you are in a position to make reasonable and constructive
suggestions as your thoughts and actions are not dominated by self-centered
motives. In addition you also are able to provide your fellow human beings
with the support he/she needs as you stand by your claims and are not
influenced by mood-swings.
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The Karmic law which underpins this horoscope is based on a seemingly
self-evident, but often ignored principle: Every cause has an effect, and
conversely, every effect may be traced back to a specific cause in the past.
In numerous questions of everyday life, we accept this obvious relationship.
But when it comes to understanding and probing our current existence, we all
too often ignore this fundamental correlation. If you open yourself to the
insights of the Karmic horoscope, you will recognize the red thread which
shapes your current life and has made you into the person you are today. This
is because the Karmic law establishes an impressive connection between your
past, i.e. your earlier life, your present and your future.
Only if you are willing to bring together the concepts of space and time will
you be able to fulfill your true destiny. Therefore, it is not by chance that your
present existence manifests itself in the current form. Your present incarnation
is rather the effect of earlier causes rooted in the past. The way you feel and
think today, your behavioral patterns, intentions and plans may be traced back
to experiences which you made at some point in the past, possibly a long time
ago.
Emma, as soon as you have realized the continuity and perpetuity of your
existence, you can embark on the path toward perfecting your soul. It is up to
you alone to take advantage of the opportunities and chances given you,
because whoever is aware of their past can create the preconditions for a
happy and promising future in the real-life present. In this way, you establish
new causes which will soon bring about the corresponding effects.
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The Lunar Nodes
Knowing your two individual lunar nodes is extremely important for the
further development of your personality. The descending or southerly lunar
node reveals your past, summarizing the experiences and events with which
you were confronted in your earlier incarnations and forms of existence. In this
way, you will recognize the foundation of your present existence. You will
understand why you exhibit certain modes of behavior in your current
incarnation and why you nurture the corresponding wishes and notions.
Emma, the ascending or northerly lunar node, which lies opposite the
descending lunar node, is the symbol of the future. It points out the path
which will lead you to a perfection of your soul. The knowledge and insights
which the ascending lunar node imparts to you will help you to greet new
experiences with confidence and courage. Knowing the objective of your
forward progress will also prevent you from being hobbled or disheartened by
apparent obstacles: This is because you have recognized that your further
development and future existence will chiefly depend on seizing the initiative
and confronting the arising challenges. Just as the descending lunar node
casts light on your past, so does the ascending lunar node allow you to
establish the conditions for a promising future in the present. However, you
must always be clear about one thing: Only if you manage to free yourself
from the past in your thoughts and actions will you be able to achieve the
northerly lunar node.
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Ascending Lunar Node - Aries
Descending Lunar Node - Libra
Your descending lunar node signals that, in your previous forms of existence,
you often traveled the path of least resistance, and pushed your own views
and ideas into the background. In many phases, you were too intent on
complying with the wishes of the people around you, so that you almost
inevitably failed to develop your personality.
In order to achieve your ascending lunar node, it will be critically important
to place more emphasis on your own interests and intentions in the future,
especially in your current existence. By getting to know yourself better and
following your inner voice, you will be able to shape your individuality, so as to
achieve a higher measure of self-reliance and independence in this way.
In the past, you too often defined your own person from the reactions of
your fellow human beings. Your main focus was directed at pleasing others
and acceding to their concerns. In your present life, you must perform a
different task: Emma, you have to find your position and offensively support it.
In this way, you will manage to make optimum use of the existing
opportunities. Do not let yourself get diverted from your path by the
behavioral modes and opinions of the people around you. You have it within
your power to create the preconditions for a promising future here and now.

Ascending Lunar Node in the 1st House
Descending Lunar Node in 7th House
In your earlier incarnations, you too often made the mistake of gearing yourself
toward the opinions of the people around you. In an effort to satisfy the
wishes and concerns of your fellow human beings, you neglected your own
interests, at times dreadfully. Your sense of balance and accord quite
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frequently resulted in your consenting to rules which were decidedly
disadvantageous to you.
Emma, your ascending lunar node signals that it is critically important in
your current life to discover and recognize your true self. In the past, you were
to wrapped up in observing the reactions and behaviors of the people around
you. Now the time has come for you to develop more self-reliance and
independence. While you were sooner willing to subordinate yourself and
follow the instructions of others in your previous forms of existence, one of
your essential tasks now is to take responsibility yourself and grow into a
leadership position. In this case, it is highly probable that you will not proceed
in an excessively egotistical and high-handed manner.
Even on the path toward your ascending lunar node, you will not lose
sight of the interests of your fellow human beings. As a consequence, the
changes to be introduced will not be abrupt or radical. Rather, they will
involve a longer process of self-discovery.

Aspects of Lunar Nodes
Ascending Lunar Node Conjunction Saturn
Descending Lunar Node Opposition Saturn
(***)
In the past, you frequently made the mistake of relying on your analytical mind
and thoughtlessly placing all events and appearances into specific categories.
This excessively rational approach has allowed your emotional life to atrophy,
and was responsible for you -- having to battle an inner dissatisfaction. In your
present incarnation, it will therefore be crucial for you to include your feelings
and sentiments to a greater extent and develop your intuitive abilities.
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Ascending Lunar Node Sextile Mercury
Descending Lunar Node Trine Mercury
(*)
Your quick mind and marked responsiveness enable you to find your bearings
rapidly in unfamiliar situations and instinctively make the right decisions. Your
adaptability, not to be confused with opportunism, will open up promising
vistas for you if you manage to inspire those around you with enthusiasm for
your objectives and ideas. Provided you are not selfish and arbitrary, all parties
concerned will benefit from this.

Retrograde Planets
The apparent retrograde motion of some planets visible from the Earth is very
much ignored in numerous astrological interpretations, even though this
phenomenon can provide important information with regard to the
development of your personality and your former past. Valuable insights
relating to earlier incarnations may be derived based on the retrograde planet
or planets applicable to you: Possible difficulties which confront you in your
current life may be understood and correctly classified if you become aware of
your past and resist the temptation of repeating the same mistakes again. In
this way, Emma, you will manage to overcome existing inhibitions and
optimally develop the abilities residing within you.

Uranus-Virgo
In your earlier incarnations, you gained valuable experiences which can now
help you to realize demanding goals. In this case, it will be critical for you to
proceed with patience and circumspection, and not to be thrown off by
shortcomings in your environment.
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Uranus in the 6th House
In the present, Emma, you obviously have trouble adhering to specific
principles and rules in your course of action. This behavior may be attributed
to the fact that, in your earlier incarnations, you did not always have the
leeway which would have facilitated the development of your abilities. In your
current life, your task will therefore be to combine both components by
attaching value to your independence, but also aspiring to work in a
systematic and orderly fashion at the same time.

Neptune-Scorpio
In your previous forms of existence, your critical mind and marked discernment
tempted you to speak mercilessly and openly about the failings and
shortcomings of the people around you. In your current incarnation, you
should exhibit a higher level of consideration and tolerance. Use your
intellectual abilities to effect an improvement in conditions.

Neptune in the 8th House
In a bid not to miss any favorable opportunity, Emma, you concentrated too
unilaterally on multiplying your fortune in phases of your earlier incarnations,
revealing distinctly egotistical traits in the process. Since anxieties about
appropriate financial security were in principle unfounded, you should try and
develop more composure and generosity in the present.

The Point of Fulfillment
The stage of fulfillment denotes the phase in your life in which you experience
the satisfied feeling that your deep wishes and desires are in accord with your
actual existence. You intensively feel the inner harmony and satisfaction, which
may be attributed to the fact that you were able to realize your ideas and
concepts in a way appropriate to your individual needs. Emma, this feeling of
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happiness and joy can only come about if you have previously established the
necessary prerequisites and conditions.
In other words: The fact that you have reached this state was not accidental
or mysteriously predetermined by fate. Rather, there might have been some
hurdles to overcome and rather difficult challenges to meet along the path to
the stage of fulfillment.
Only after you have managed to keep sight of your goal despite all of the
external influences will you receive the chance to enter this stage. You will then
have an inner contentment because you have liberated yourself from external
constraints and guidelines and now reflect the image which you had of
yourself in your most pleasant dreams.

Point of Fullfilment - Libra
You will feel the best in a harmonious environment in which everyone values
and respects the wishes and interests of their fellow human beings. On the
one hand, you seek the necessary safety and security in such an atmosphere of
balance and accord. On the other hand, you are also ready to render
assistance and support to other people.
You will achieve your individual stage of fulfillment under the precondition
that you can optimally develop your empathy, sense of tact and
understanding nature. You will then forego egocentric and selfish plans, and
focus your efforts on serving the group. This imbedding in a sensible whole fills
you with a deep feeling of inner satisfaction.

Point of Fullfillment in the 7th House
You experience a deep feeling of inner satisfaction and harmony in cases
where you have managed to improve the living conditions of your fellow
human beings. Since you do not let yourself be guided by egotistical motives,
you only become truly happy at the point where the people around you live in
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an atmosphere of accord and balance. In order to achieve this lofty goal, you
are willing to moderate your own demands.
By no means do you regard this reserve and limitation as a sacrifice. It
rather corresponds with your selfless and unselfish attitude of not putting
yourself too much in the spotlight. Emma, you will achieve your personal
stage of fulfillment when you feel that your assistance and support are falling
on fertile ground.
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Emma, the predictions and interpretations of Indian astrology are based on
precise, regularly recurring cycles which hold the meaning of the diverse
heavenly bodies responsible for our earthly existence. In particular, the moon
plays an important role in this. The phases of the moon, which are also known
as Tithis for example, give information about important currents of energy
which decisively influence our thinking and emotions.
It is the Indian belief that we are embedded in a comprehensive system of
cosmic laws which mold our existence and are able to explain our diverse
feelings and judgments. There are many phenomena and manifestations that
can't be explained with conventional rules of logic and rationality. We will only
be able to understand them when we are willing to see them in context with
the overall picture. Accordingly, the separating elements and the seemingly
perceptible differences are not at the forefront of Indian astrology. Rather, it is
in its unveiling and revelations that the Indian horoscope is more concerned
with showing the common ground and similarities that were previously
hidden from us.
You don't shrink away from unusual challenges or tasks as it is in your
nature to be bold and courageous. Generally speaking, you don't make the
mistake of plunging blindly into adventures - you are willing to weigh up
matters more than others would and you check thoroughly before you start
anything whether or not a commitment to the affair in question really is a
good idea.
Once a positive decision has been reached one can be sure that you will go
about persistently and untiringly to manage the work that lies before you. Your
remarkable energy levels mean that even unpleasant side-effects or unforeseen
difficulties cannot throw you off track. Emma, you know exactly what it is that
you want to accomplish and therefore, in your view, turning back or giving up
are absolutely out of the question.
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You have the ability to spur those around you on to extraordinary
achievements with your decisive action and your positive charisma and you
are able to represent your ideas convincingly. Basically, when working with
your fellow men you always take care that the interests of all those involved
are protected - egotistical soloists are therefore not your line.
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The Day of the Moon - Monday
Your sentimentality and your distinctive capacity to understand make you a
sensitive person who is also aware of stimuli and impressions which remain
hidden from most of your fellow men. It generally isn't difficult for you,
therefore, to put yourself in the position of those around you. At the same time
your tactfulness and your kindness mean that people know to respect your
valuable advice and tips. Emma, you don't make the mistake of trying too hard
to make yourself the center of attention and are much more concerned with
giving everyone in your surroundings the freedom of movement they require.
Because of your understanding and tolerant manner you fundamentally don't
have any difficulty in creating an atmosphere of harmony and balance. Being
over sensitive, however, can lead to unexpected and unpleasant
mood-swings. You therefore shouldn't be too dependent on outside influences
but instead should emphasize your steadfastness more strongly.
In this way you will be successful in overcoming periods of inner
uncertainty and developing your dependability and calculability to a higher
degree. This positive change in your behavior will soon be noticed by those
around you and be ultimately responsible for an improvement in the
relationship you have with your fellow men.

The thirtieth Tithi
Your feeling that you are no match for particular challenges or situations,
which in principle is unfounded, is in many cases responsible for you not
developing your talents and abilities to their full potential. You are too quick to
let reproaches or critical remarks throw you off track and consequently forego
clearly and plainly expressing your own point of view.
In order for you to be able to break this negative cycle it is of prime
importance that you develop more faith in your individual strengths. Upon
closer inspection it is absolutely not necessary for you to hide your light under
a bushel. So, if some contemporaries want to persuade you that some plan or
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another is far too risky or too difficult, it is probably connected to the fact that
the people concerned see their own interests being jeopardized.
Emma, you will fundamentally be able to strengthen your self-confidence if
you devote yourself to a task that questions your persistence, your analytical
mind and your power of judgment. With each and every success that you can
show within the framework of this occupation, your inner calmness and
security will grow and you will be able to respond to outside attempts to
influence you with the required amount of composure and strong nerves.

Your Moon House: Anuradha
You are an enterprising person who is eager to learn, enjoys new experiences
and wants to go through unusual adventures. You therefore don't stick to
well-trodden paths and instead highly value pursuing unusual and
unconventional paths. It hardly bothers you at all that your plans and ideas are
occasionally met with skepticism and opposition - these types of responses
make you even more determined to come up to your own high standards.
As you are basically a optimistic and positive thinking person, you have no
desire to just filter out the negative elements of a particular situation and then
complain bitterly about it. This kind of behavior contradicts your basic nature
too deeply. Even when difficulties or adversities occur you can see that there is
an opportunity for overcoming the obstacle in question and reaching a
pleasant result.
Some people possibly characterize this attitude as being shallow or naive.
They soon ask themselves, however, about the extraordinary results you have
accomplished without having gone to any great effort. Emma, this ease and
straightforwardness give you an inner calm that keeps you from proceeding
too impetuously and recklessly.
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Emma, the astrological significance of your individual constellation can give
you important advice and tips, especially with respect to the future of your
career and your professional success. If you are prepared to deal with the
statements of the astrological career analysis in an unbiased and unprejudiced
manner, you will be able to obtain valuable knowledge and insights that can
have a decisive influence on your further professional advancement.
Judgments and opinions from society in general are less important in the
selection of a career that is suitable and appropriate to your character: rather,
your personal aptitude and ability to perform a certain activity well and
gratifyingly are in the foreground. For this reason don't let the interference and
influence of those around you dissuade you from your own true ideas. It has
too often been the case that a wrong and inappropriate career choice has had
long-term consequences that reach far beyond the actual sphere of activity.
Inner dissatisfaction, psychosomatic illness, and profound disruption of your
inner life may be the consequences if you decide, against your inner
convictions and your true nature, upon a career which does not correspond to
your abilities and capabilities.
But if you decide to pursue an occupation that corresponds to your nature
and your strengths and gifts, with respect to your career you will be able to
achieve results and successes of which you earlier could only have dreamed.
Astrological vocational analysis enables you to live up to your true destiny; in
this way you will not only pursue a particular career, you will meet your real
calling.
Such significant writers and poets as Maxim Gorky, Charles Baudelaire,
Nikolai Gogol, Wilhelm Busch, Hans Christian Andersen, and Emile Zola were
born under your sign of the Zodiac. Their words, which were original and
trailblazing, have lost none of their meaning to this day.
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The versatility and the artistic abilities of Aries are underscored by such different
personalities as Joseph Haydn, Johann Sebastian Bach, Vincent van Gogh,
and Francisco de Goya. Emma, the most radiant and famous example may be
Leonardo da Vinci, who made history with his pioneering inventions and
developments and who was exceptional in the artistic realm.
In the field of politics and philosophy Ferdinand Lassalle, Charlemagne,
Otto von Bismarck, and René Descartes may be mentioned. They are examples
of the determination and the persistence of Aries. Finally, it should not go
unnoticed that an actor as impressive as Charles Chaplin can be associated
with this constellation. His extraordinary creativity demonstrates the
outstanding feats of which Aries is capable.
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General Characterization
You are practically inclined and a pragmatic thinker who is directed in your
career by comprehensible knowledge and experience. It is thus not at all your
way of doing things to make loud and promising announcements that upon
closer inspection are unrealistic, overstated, and cannot be implemented in the
desired form.
Your sense of responsibility and your sense for what is feasible and
necessary thus lead you to sensible alternatives that you carefully and
steadfastly put into action. You do not allow yourself to become thoughtlessly
enthused about a specific goal without carefully weighing the advantages and
disadvantages in advance. Superficial action and intentions are consequently
not at all to your liking: you know your capabilities and potential and only
undertake those endeavors that in your view can be accomplished
satisfactorily.
In carrying out activities that you have tackled, you will always be
concerned that the financial provisions for the task meet your standards. Apart
from a reasonable foundation that provides adequate support, you give
money no colossal significance: for you it is a means to an end plain and
simple, and should guarantee you as carefree, as comfortable, and as
pleasurable a life as possible. Thus, you do not use your capacity for work and
capabilities in order to accumulate capital: instead you have your eye on
moveable property that can suitably satisfy your wishes and requirements. On
the other hand, because of your overall nature you will hardly get mixed up in
financial adventure or risky speculation. Emma, you are much too
down-to-earth and realistic to wager what you have already achieved and in
so doing, get into unnecessary predicaments.

Suitable Occupations and Fields of Activity
The Commercial Section
You will meet the various tasks you are confronted with in this vocational area
because you proceed in a businesslike, purposeful, and success-oriented
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fashion. Regardless of whether you work as an employee in industry or look
after local customers as a regional trade representative, your communications
abilities are useful to you. Your confidence-inspiring and reliable nature will
make your work with others substantially easier, and as a specialist you need
have no fear of being compared to others.

The Gastronomical Section
Your predilection for good food and your sociable and open nature make you
very well suited for occupations in this field. You will place great value on
good cooking and will always be concerned that your guests are satisfied.
Because you try hard to maintain the standard of quality of your
establishment, you will never complain of inadequate popularity. At the same
time, in your activity as a restaurateur, your sense of economic necessities will
come in handy: for this reason you will also be successful financially.

The Musical Section
Emma, your artistic talents are, as a rule, especially pronounced in the field of
music; for this reason it is entirely possible that you will develop above-average
abilities in the field of singing. In a corresponding occupation you will benefit
from your sensitive talent; in addition, you are in a position to understand the
compositions and interpret them in a sensitive and original way.

The Horticultural Section
Your sense for the beautiful, the tasteful, and the attractive provides you with
access to the vocational field of gardening. You are visibly comfortable in this
area because there is a direct connection between your work and your ideas,
and this is recognizable in the results. You love shaping and forming; at the
same time you are aware of your responsibility to nature and as a result, will
be very careful to protect and maintain the variety of species. In addition, your
ability to be economical is of great assistance in the context of this type of
occupation: you are not in danger of losing the ground from under your feet;
instead, you bring your wishes and your financial capabilities into harmony.
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The Pedagogical and Educational Section
Your calm, careful, and understanding nature make you suited for the
profession of teacher, because in imparting knowledge you find the necessary
patience and leniency. Emma, you don't flare up if something is not
understood right off the bat. Instead, you repeat and explain the material in
question until it is really understood. In your pedagogical activity you do not
generally refer to abstract theories and patterns of thought; rather, it is
important to you to clarify the instructional content using practical examples.

Famous People
Significant researchers and scientists such as Justus von Liebig, Max Weber,
Karl Friedrich Gauss, and Max Planck were born under your sign of the Zodiac.
Their forward-looking developments and knowledge have lost none of their
validity today.
Extraordinary writers and poets such as Ludwig Uhland, Honore de Balzac,
and Johann Peter Hebel indicate the pronounced intellectual capabilities of this
constellation. Emma, the most famous example in this regard is none other
than William Shakespeare.
It is striking that three philosophers as famous as Johann Gottlieb Fichte,
Soren Kierkegaard, and Immanuel Kant can be associated with the sign of
Taurus. They confirm in an impressive manner the pioneering patterns of
thought and views of which natives of this constellation are capable. In the
artistic and musical realm Johannes Brahms, Claudio Monteverdi, Peter
Tchaikovsky, and not least, the genius Albrecht Dürer are to be mentioned.
Tsarina Catherine II, Maria Theresa, and Maria di Medici further verify that
natives of this sign of the Zodiac can be extraordinarily influential in the sphere
of politics.
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The Atlantic Horoscope has its origin in customs long believed forgotten. It has
its roots in Atlantis, an island around which many legends have been woven
and whose secret could never be completely discovered. The famous Greek
philosopher Plato wrote about this mythical island in the Atlantic Ocean,
which sank into the sea, in his scripts "Timaios" and "Kritias" more than two
thousand years ago. One of the numerous interpretations suggests that
Atlantis was a land bridge between Europe and America.
One of the fundamental principles of the Atlantic Horoscope is based on
the recognition that the individual character of a person has a counterpart in
nature. Based on this recognition, the different dispositions and natures have
symbolic flowers and their blossoms assigned to them. Next to the exact date
of birth, eye color and hair color play a critical role in precisely determining the
inherent talents and opportunities of the respective people. Based on these
features in appearance, each individual can be related to a particular element air, water, fire or earth.
Unlike many other astrological interpretations, the Atlantic Flower
Horoscope is not comprised of an exact future prognosis. It tends more to
show the characteristics and aptitudes which will shape the development of a
person. Emma, if you heed this knowledge and reasoning you will be able to
fashion your life in a promising and successful way. In accordance with the
Atlantean customs, you are solely responsible for using the opportunities
handed to you for a happy and fulfilling future.
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Summary
Your hair color:
Blond
Your eye color:
Blue
Your Element:
Air
Your Temperament:
idealistic
Your Flower:
Larkspur
Your Color:
sapphire-blue to bright violet
Your Lucky Gem:
Sapphire
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The Airy and Idealistic Larkspur
You will best be able to conform with your character if you are not prepared to
accept simplistic and highly questionable views, but instead strive to get to the
bottom of things and to recognize the true contexts. For your marked
intellectual abilities aren't content with superficial examinations, which limit
themselves to very simple and comfortable conclusions.
In your thoughts and actions, if you concentrate on setting noble and
demanding goals, you will be able to develop your curiosity and your strong
imagination appropriately. You will experience a deep inner satisfaction as
soon as you come across new and unexpected knowledge and experiences.
Emma, you will meet your true destiny by broadening your consciousness and
your horizons. And you will be anxious in your further progress to give the
views gained wider publicity.
You would like to let your fellow human beings share your views and ideas
because these can only be really effective within a larger framework. In your
opinion namely, changes in thought and attitude are only attainable when
you succeed in convincing your environment of your own thoughts. That's
why it would be wrong to act too submissively and inconsistently - such
behavior would completely contradict your natural tendencies. You will only
be able to achieve your demanding goals if you refrain from unwarranted
concessions and compromises.
The closeness of the orchid, the lily, the poppy, the rose, the
chrysanthemum, and the iris will suit the airy and idealistic larkspur.
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Emma, the health horoscope sheds light on the interrelation between your
date of birth and your physical disposition and your constitution. It tells you the
health risks that might arise when you find yourself in a critical phase or when
you are dissatisfied with your own productivity and output.
By learning more about your own physical strengths and weaknesses and
by being aware of the areas where you are particularly susceptible you can
improve your well-being and prevent illnesses. At the same time the health
horoscope is not only concerned with superficial physical aspects, it also places
emphasis on the necessity for psychological health and happiness. The diverse
connections between your body and soul must never be neglected. Emotional
stress or negative feelings and reactions are often the source of many illnesses
or malfunctions which cause you to lose your inner equilibrium.
In this respect the health of people should be viewed in its entirety and not
simply defined abstractly as illnesses. You will only really be able to feel good
and to realize your full potential if you are at peace with your environment and
with yourself. You will only be able to lead a fulfilling and happy life under the
condition that your abilities and requirements are in tune with each other.
Feelings of fear, uncertainty or discontentment which can, among other
things, give rise to particular diseases will rarely occur.
Your element shows that you are a lively and energetic person with a thirst
for adventure who loves change and who courageously and curiously gets
involved in exciting enterprises. You always proceed impetuously and recklessly
as you hate limitations of any sort. In your yearning for new boundaries and
extraordinary experiences you place great value on your freedom and
independence - you believe that this is the only way that you can develop your
capabilities and opportunities.
Emma, your pronounced self-confidence ensures that you are not
discouraged by problems or minor setbacks. You know your strengths and
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don't tend to doubt yourself or have inner uncertainty. Your optimistic
charisma and convincing manner leave a lasting impression on those around
you. People are inspired by your objectives and ideas as you will follow your
claims with impressive feats.
It goes against your basic nature to let yourself be thrown by symptoms of
illness. Your good physical disposition even helps you to overcome health
restraints which might degenerate into chronic and prolonged illness in other
people. Your well-being can, however, suffer as you expect too much of
yourself and overestimate your strength. Sooner or later you will be unable to
avoid heart trouble or circulatory disorders if you continue to ignore your
limitations. Another danger to your health is that you often tend to be
unscrupulously devoted to life's pleasures. Liver, gallbladder or kidney trouble
is the consequence of an unreasonable and excessive life style that is
unrestricted in any way.
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The persistent Taurus
Your marked ability to drive yourself and your distinct staying power make it
possible for you to persistently pursue even long term objectives. Unforeseen
situations or unexpected turns have little effect on you as you have absolute
confidence in the well trodden paths.
Your notable ability not to let yourself be thrown easily can actually have
negative effects from a health point of view: Emma, your idle and sometimes
ponderous manner can possibly lead to circulatory problems because you
can't muster up the enthusiasm to do athletic activities.
Your inner peace keeps you from being prone to nervous system disorders,
but at the same time this lethargy and complacency can cause significant
weight problems, heart trouble or circulatory disorders. You should concern
yourself therefore with changing your living habits. In order to strengthen your
physical constitution and your resistance you must first take care of inner
tension. Changes and fast action will speed you up, thereafter abandon old
ways when possible and face new challenges.
In this respect it will definitely be an advantage to you if the prevailing
atmosphere in your immediate surroundings is one of "get up and go,"
flexibility and activity. You often need to be prompted to be torn away from
your lethargy. If your fellow men consult you about extraordinary and
interesting projects there is no reason for you to question your involvement
and committed interest.

Your Planet:
Venus
Emma, you are a kind and friendly person whose inherent abilities can be best
developed in a harmonious and balanced atmosphere. In line with your
courteous nature you are always being pushed to provide acceptable solutions
and reasonable compromises which carefully consider the interests of all the
parties concerned. It goes against your nature to be selfish and high handed -
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instead you want to responsibly achieve the goals you set in cooperation with
those around you.
It is hardly surprising that there's nothing you detest more than disputes
and conflicts which stem from inconsiderateness, unfriendliness and a lack of
sensitivity. Therefore, you always endeavor to avoid looming discrepancies and
threatening tensions beforehand - you accept, though, that your own ideas
and needs are often neglected. Your conciliatory and accommodating nature
occasionally means that your willingness to help is abused and others
improperly use your unwillingness to assert yourself for their own purposes. In
these cases it is therefore appropriate for you to make your opinions and views
adequately clear and not to be too quick to give up on your intentions for the
sake of peace and quiet. If you lack the necessary security and safety health
problems will appear. In these types of conditions you are particularly
susceptible to illnesses and functional disorders in the area of the abdomen.
Basically, however, because of your inner peace and composure you will
hardly ever have to deal with chronic, prolonged suffering, as your
harmony-seeking nature keeps you from taking particular shortcomings in your
surroundings too seriously.

Your Element:
Earth
Your element permits the conclusion that you are a well-rooted and pragmatic
person whose conduct is shaped by characteristics such as dependability,
steadfastness and predictability. There is never a tendency for you to make
spontaneous or rushed decisions - as a rule, before you become involved in a
particular task, you are very careful to take into consideration the pros and
cons of the plan in question.
It is in your nature to feel most at home in a balanced and secure
atmosphere. Disjointed behavior, restless roaming around or thoughtless
actions are entirely not to your taste. You endeavor to establish a solid
foundation that will lend stability and security to your further development.
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Your fellow men can depend on your contribution and on your support - one
can in no way expect you to make extraordinary demands or to use
unconventional methods. As your courage and willingness to take high risks
are limited, you would prefer to move in safe channels and to fall back on
already established practical knowledge.
Emma, your rational outlook on life allows you to enjoy relatively stable
health, as you are able to judge your own energy and abilities well. On the
one hand there is little danger of you being the victim of high stress or
expecting too much of yourself, but an undesirable tendency towards idleness
or even laziness can have unfavorable effects from a health point of view: A
lack of exercise leads to inflammation of the joints or the muscles because you
can't bring yourself to participate in athletic activities. For your further
well-being it is therefore very important that you give this matter a lot of
consideration. Going on strolls or walking in the open countryside will
strengthen your constitution and provide you with the necessary recuperation.

Favorable and Unfavorable Phases
During the end phase of April and the first three weeks of May, your mental
and physical efficiency will peak. During this phase you develop promising
ideas and proceed vigorously and confidently to get new projects and
schemes underway. In addition, favorable developments can be predicted for
June and for the winter months of January and February - in these periods you
can attain remarkable results.
In October and in November you must impose some restraint and not try to
make any major changes. It would be much more purposeful during this
period to look after what you've achieved so far and to boost your energy
levels. Emma, your well-being is also restricted in the last week of July and in
August - the increased susceptibility to illness means that you should keep from
over-exerting yourself during this phase and make a point of recuperating and
relaxing instead.
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The horoscope for flirtation and eroticism will give you new and unimagined
insights into your love life and sexual talents and inclinations. It will show you
the drives and inner forces which lie dormant within you, and the sensual
feelings and emotions which essentially shape and determine your sex life.
The revelations contained in the horoscope for flirtation and eroticism go far
beyond you yourself and your erotic and sexual desires. You will also discover
which partner is best suited for you and the conditions which will ensure a
fulfilling and satisfying love life. The comprehensive knowledge and insight
which may be gained from astrology in this area will tell you which erotic and
physical personality determines your relationship with the other sex. This is
because you will only be able to find the right partner for a happy relationship
if you are aware of these correlations and this mutual influence.
If you open yourself to this centuries-old knowledge about the individual
sexuality of human beings and both develop and exhibit your own innermost
abilities and driving forces, the sensuality in your life will take on a new and
promising importance. Emma, you will make sexual experiences which you
previously only dreamed about.
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The Taurus - Woman
Even if you dislike expressing it in front of everyone, you are a woman who is
very strongly interested in love and tenderness.
Your apparent reserve and sooner unimpassioned behavior are part of an
ingenious and foresighted strategy. Emma, you want to observe the men in
your environment at your own leisure and with the necessary care so that you
can come to a sensible judgment about their strengths and weaknesses.
Once your inner voice has told you that you have found the right partner,
you will bring all of your erotic personality to bear. The signals which you now
send out are remarkable in their intensity and clarity. The man who accepts
your invitation must be prepared for the fact that your sensual and emotional
nature will place high demands on him. If he is prepared to accede to your
sexual needs and wishes, both sides will most certainly benefit from this.
However, your partner should always remember one thing: You tend to
become very jealous at the slightest provocation, and would therefore never
agree to play merely a secondary role. Instead, you want to be the focus of his
interest and affection. As long as he follows this rule, you will be a loyal and
devoted life companion to him. This is because the Taurus woman is by her
very nature a native and practical woman, who does not like entering into
mysterious or obscure adventures.
Therefore, you want to have a strong and intensive relationship with a
reliable and honest partner. Both partners will get their money's worth in such
a harmonious association between give and take.

Love Life
As a demanding and emotional woman, you place great value on the
atmosphere and ambiance, which are intended to give your sexual adventures
an exciting and stimulating framework. And you expect a man to continue
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observing his good manners and taking a considerate and sensitive approach
in the bedroom as well.
The exciting act of love has to be dramatically staged for you. Reckless
partners seeking an all too direct path to their goal will sooner repel you. You
want to be seduced cautiously and with feeling. The more intensively and
sensitively the man devotes himself to your body, the greater and more
eventful your own pleasure will be. You greet new techniques and
unconventional wishes with reserve and skepticism, and will therefore hardly
want to embark on questionable undertakings.
Any man who still wants to tempt you on forbidden paths must do so very
carefully and very slowly. And he must have your trust at all times. Emma, you
yourself will be able to derive some gain from the fellatio variant because the
oral element plays an important and sensual role for you.

The Erogenous Zones
Tender flicks of the tongue on your neck or nape will cause you to glow. You
also react to gentle caresses with the finger tips or careful bites in this area.
However, you can only be effectively excited if you do not feel taken by
surprise. By contrast, impetuous attacks and insistent caresses will leave you
cold.

The Beginning of a Relationship
At sumptuous feasts and larger functions, one can tell a Taurus by the fact that
the Taurus does not ostentatiously thrust himself or herself into the spotlight,
but rather may be found just off to the side of the throng. Emma, it will not be
very easy to start a relationship with a Taurus at the beginning because the
Taurus is rather reserved and cautious in his or her behavior. Once a meeting
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has finally been arranged, it will make sense to invite the Taurus to an
attractive, but not too unusual and expensive restaurant.
Access to a Taurus will be easier over a good meal and select drinks.
However, one should always avoid behaving in an arrogant or even
aggressive manner because the Taurus does not like high-handed and smug
behavior at all. One is much more likely to receive Taurean favor by sincerely
and convincingly expressing one's views and ideas.

The End of a Relationship
Since the Taurus has a very sensible relationship with money, he or she can be
thrown off by unnecessary expenditures and superfluous purchases. One
should defend oneself vehemently against the corresponding remonstrations,
which will come as sure as death, and stick to one's own ideas.
The Taurus does not like it at all when people contradict him or her, or try
to convince the Taurus about another way of thinking with all of their might.
Should the above still not have brought about the desired effect, one would
do well to make the Taurus jealous. Emma, this is because surprising
invitations and crackling flirtations are not his or her cup of tea. If one
simultaneously no longer agrees to the Taurus' sexual wishes, he or she will
have a much easier time deciding to end the relationship.

Combinations
Taurus - Aries
Since notions are widely divergent in the sexual area, it will be crucial for the
Taurus to signal a willingness to compromise. However, it will not be possible
to avoid difficulties as time goes on.
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Taurus - Taurus
Such a relationship will not be easy because the male Taurus is inclined to
express his interest in other women. However, if the female Taurus is not in the
limelight, she will react very indignantly.

Taurus - Gemini
It will not be possible to gloss over the difference between the realistic way of
the Taurus and the more unconventional approach of the Gemini in the long
run. Emma, the Gemini will soon become too bored in the sexual area.

Taurus - Cancer
The prospects for such an association are favorable because the steady Taurus
can help the Cancer get over his or her indecision. A harmonious relationship
will then arise from a sexual standpoint.

Taurus - Leo
The dominating and overbearing nature of the Leo will present the Taurus
with some problems. Viewed in the long term, such an association has little
chance, because the Leo requires subordination and conformity at nearly any
cost.

Taurus - Virgo
There are clear differences from a sexual standpoint because the Taurus does
not automatically accept the reserve of the Virgo. Only if a balance of interests
can be found will the relationship have a future.
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Taurus - Libra
The preconditions for this relationship are favorable, because both sides want
to satisfy each other's sexual wishes. It does not bother the Libra much if the
Taurus plays the determining role.

Taurus - Scorpio
Emma, both sides are essentially interested in exciting sexual experiences.
However, your inclination to react in a heated and vehement manner to the
reproaches of the other will give rise to considerable difficulties.

Taurus - Sagittarius
A lasting association is doubtful because the Taurus will try to limit the
independence of the Sagittarius. Since the Sagittarius places great value on his
or her freedom, conflicts are inevitable.

Taurus - Capricorn
If both sides manage to find a reasonable compromise from a sexual
standpoint, the preconditions for a longer relationship are not bad. A lot will
depend on the Capricorn openly expressing his or her wishes.

Taurus - Aquarius
The Aquarius will not like the fact that the Taurus has very clear notions in the
sexual area. The Aquarius will have trouble satisfying the wishes of the Taurus
because he or she is not fixated on the strictly physical.
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Taurus - Pisces
If the Taurus manages to steer the volatile and unsteady nature of the Pisces
down a calmer road, exciting experiences may be expected in the sexual area.
However, the Pisces needs approval and encouragement.
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